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View of “Chris McCaw,” 2016.

The first photograph was made in 1825. It is attributed to Nicéphore Niépce, a French inventor
who originally dubbed it a “heliograph,” a direct index of the sun. This formulation proved popular
into the 1850s, though Charles Baudelaire famously derided photographers as failed painters
and “sun worshippers.” In “Direct Positive,” Bay Area–based artist Chris McCaw embraces
Baudelaire’s vilification with an array of large-scale works made with handmade view cameras,
military-grade optics, and vintage paper found on Craigslist and eBay or donated by friends.
At first glance, many of the works, such as Heliograph #98, 2015, appear to be painterly indeed,
with gestural marks or cuts into a monochromatic surface, à la Lucio Fontana. But on closer
inspection, topographies emerge in the lower register of the frame, and the paper appears to
be singed and irradiated. These traces are not from McCaw’s hand but from the sun, to which
the positive prints are given over in ultralong exposures amplified by the focal power of an
industrial lens. These photographs do not merely capture photons but register the activity of the
sun itself, as it makes its way through its varied arcs from latitude to latitude. In the “Heliograph”
series, this yields delicate, surreal objects; in “Sunburn,” sublime landscapes. Sunburned
GSP#850, 2015, draws together twenty-one negatives and a thirty-six-hour shot, marking the
sinuous movement of an arctic sphere. It is a majestic composition, and one that extrudes new
horizons from unrepentant medium-specificity.

— Ian Bourland

http://artforum.com/?pn=picks&section=nyc#picks58819

Chris McCaw, Direct Positive @Yossi Milo
By Loring Knoblauch / In Galleries / March 28, 2016

JTF (just the facts): A total of 17 black and white photographic works, framed in black and unmatted, and hung against
white walls in the East and West gallery spaces and the connecting hallway area. All of the works are made from gelatin
silver paper negatives, displayed as single frame images or as sets of 2, 3, 4, 11, 12, 21, and 25 panels. The individual
panel sizes range from 10×4 to 24×20 and 40×12, and all of the works are unique. (Installation shots below.)

Comments/Context: Chris McCaw’s newest gallery show sits at that fulcrum in an artist’s career when an emerging
aesthetic matures into something more nuanced and subtle. At this point, McCaw’s sunburned arcs have become
something of a signature style, his initial experiments with slashing burns, black sun spots, and sinuous curves leading to a
durably original body of work, mixing old school photographic techniques with hand built technical excellence. As he has
refined his approach over the years, traveling to more and more remote locations that offer the best in solar viewing and
optimizing his cameras for different visual outcomes, his compositions have grown increasingly complex, both in scale
and conception.
His recent extensions to his ongoing Sunburn series find him investigating the boundaries and limitations of a single
gestural line. In his biggest wall-covering works to date, McCaw has documented 36-hour “double midnights” in the
Arctic Circle, where the sun never actually sets and the curve of its rise and fall creates gently repeating undulations
(across multiple sequential plates) that would make a precise geometer smile. And his smaller, single frame works from
the Mojave Desert test the sweep of land-to-sky slashes and intervals of dots, in some cases, letting the burn extend from
https://collectordaily.com/chris-mccaw-direct-positive-yossi-milo/

just singing the paper to outright flames that lick down the compositions in residual brown slicks (the flames of course
actually rise up, but are flipped by the orientation of the camera).
The works in McCaw’s Heliograph series introduce a second line into the sky (turning the sun into a drawing instrument),
the multiple exposures on a single paper challenging his ability to manage the exacting details of his craft. In several
works, day long exposures are offset, creating bent arcs that interlock like wings. In others, the slashes of sunrises and
sunsets are used more expressively, generating perfectly balanced Xs or alternating lines that echo the fragile delicacy of
hanging wire mobiles. And in one specific work, he has managed the starts and stops so meticulously that the resulting
lines create squared-off right angles in the sky (like a transparent rectangle when seen as a diptych). Together, these
images feel less like open-ended experiments where the results are influenced by the forces of chance, and more like the
carefully controlled management of natural phenomena, where the scientific specifics of the external world are
channeled into exacting pre-visualized compositions.
There are only two examples on view from McCaw’s new Polyoptic series, but they offer some tantalizing new directions
for the artist to explore. Instead of employing one large lens in his specialized camera mechanism, for these photographs,
McCaw has created an array of 63 smaller lenses on a single platform, each one with its own tunable aperture; the
structure leads to end images that have a grid of circular exposures on one single sheet, in a form not unlike an egg tray. In
one work, McCaw has carefully set the apertures for each lens in gradations, letting in the most light in the center and the
least at the edges of the grid – the effect is something like a diffusing fog, the solarization creeping outward in increments.
The other work from the series creates striped effects from the rows of lenses, using alternating exposures to create the
rhythm. These initial images feel a bit like trial balloons, the optimum parameters and conceptual constructs for this
innovative new array having not yet been entirely discovered.
With all the pyrotechnics going on in the skies of McCaw’s photographs, it’s easy to lose sight of the nuanced landscapes
that frame the action. Many of his seascapes glow with a glorious slow cooked intensity, burnished to a soft sheen like
worn bronze. His ice and mountainscapes offer craggier topographies, alternating between dark silhouettes and contoured
vistas and jagged peaks with more depth of detail.
And given the long exposures required for McCaw’s images, weather often intervenes in unexpected ways, from the
fuzzing interruptions of pesky clouds to the rain and hail storm that took place during one of the double midnight works,
the water running down through the camera in streaks and torrents. These details are physical reminders of the things that
can’t be controlled in this meticulous artistic process, unruly nature willing to play along for only so long before
reasserting her ultimate authority.
This show is strong evidence of McCaw increasing the subtle complexity of his works, and that intensity gives these
new pictures a richer and more rounded presence. The tactile violence of the central burn gesture is still as vital and urgent
as it was in his very first accidents and experiments, but is now being surrounded by an artistic context that feels fuller and
more mature. McCaw’s alchemy will always be an uneasy mixture of chance and precision. What’s freshly exciting is
that he has been able to push beyond that first essential flash and continue to find thoughtful avenues for refinement and
development that aren’t just obvious reboots and brand extensions. The overexposed fire may have been the starting point,
but McCaw has smartly leveraged that unexpected insight into a mode of photographic seeing with a much broader
aesthetic range.
Collector’s POV: The works in this show are priced between $15000 and $175000 based on size. McCaw’s work has
little secondary market history at this point, so gallery retail remains the best option for those collectors interested in
following up.

https://collectordaily.com/chris-mccaw-direct-positive-yossi-milo/

http://www.newyorker.com/culture/photo-booth/photograph-sound-like

:PROOF
When the Sun Burns a Hole in Your Photo
BY BECKY HARLAN | JUNE 18, 2015

Eclipses and equinoxes, solstices and midnight suns—these are the celestial subjects of photographer Chris
McCaw. But his photos reveal more than just beautiful representations of what any knowledgeable sky-watcher
could see.
The photographs McCaw makes bear the actual burn marks of the sun as it passes through the sky.
How does he do it? “The principal is the same as using a magnifying glass to burn a hole in a leaf,” he says. “Only I
use a really big lens and the focused light from the sun to burn its path into old gelatin silver black-and-white photo
paper where traditional film would go.”
Since the image is being burned into the actual paper as the sun moves, the exposure lasts as long as whatever
event McCaw is capturing. His longest exposure to date? “About 32 hours in the Arctic Circle? Maybe 33!”
Paying such close attention to the sky, he says, “gives you an incredible perspective in the natural rhythms that work
in the background of our lives every day. I think nothing now of spending a day, even a week, in the same place, just
watching shadows move, watching how the land is experienced.”
He’s come a long way since he accidentally discovered this technique by sleeping through his alarm and
overexposing an overnight exposure, burning a hole in the film. A monograph of his work, Sunburn, was published
in 2012, but McCaw is nowhere near through experimenting. “It’s an exciting place to be, on the outer boundaries of
what light-sensitive photographic materials can do. This project has opened the floodgates of what and how
something can be photographed.”
I talked with McCaw just as he was headed back to the Arctic (his fourth trip) for several weeks to capture more of
the midnight sun, a journey that involves a five-day boat trip from Washington State and being pretty much offline
upon arrival. “Flashlights are about the only thing I don’t need to pack. I have a small Sprinter van that holds all my
gear and camping supplies. It also doubles as a mobile darkroom that I can make light-tight to change paper, since
it never gets dark outside. It can be cold, even in summer,” he says. He’s developed a coping mechanism: “I drink
lots of tea.”
The 24-hour light of the Arctic summer attracts McCaw like a moth to a flame. “In the summer the sun never sets. It
allowed me to make pieces showing the rise and fall and rise of the sun in a way you don’t see anywhere else,” he
says. “Currently I’m working to describe this natural rhythm of the relationship of day to night in multiple days-long
exposures, weather permitting.”
This kind of analogue, experimental photography leaves a lot of room for trial and error. “If it was all figured out, it
wouldn’t be as interesting to me,” says McCaw. “There are still many times when I’m pleasantly surprised and
equally times where I am staring into a developer tray full of failure, and I just have to remember how nice it was to
sit outside and enjoy the day.”
http://proof.nationalgeographic.com/2015/06/18/when-the-sun-burns-a-hole-in-your-photo/

Interviews: Chris McCaw on Sunburn
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 2012

Two of the photographers in our current group
exhibition Solar, Chris McCaw and Sharon Harper, have
recently published books. Both turned out beautifully and are
great compliments to the exhibition.
McCaw's book, Sunburn, published by Candela Books,
features a beautiful selection of McCaw's one-of-a-kind
sunburned, black & white zen landscapes produced with his
handmade cameras. Using paper negatives instead of film,
McCaw exposes his landscapes for a very long time, long
enough for the negative image to solarize and turn into a
positive, long enough for the heat of the sun to burn a hole
into the photograph. When designing the book, special care
was taken to reproduce the subtle nature of McCaw's work,
the details that make his photographs so breathtaking and
unique.
cover of Sunburn

This week I have asked Chris McCaw to tell us a little more
about his book publishing experience. --Anne Kelly

Opening image of Sunburn which is laser-cut to indicate where the sun burned a hole through the original print

Anne Kelly:

How does it feel to have a book of your photographs published?

Chris McCaw:
Really good. First one! It ended up being the right move to wait until I got the work to
a point where I felt comfortable. Initially I was thinking of doing a book right away. The reality is that I
am still experimenting and trying different aspects of this process. There is still learning happening. So
it was difficult to know when to finally make the move and do it. But with the trips the Arctic Circle
and the trip to the Equator under my belt, I felt my work was at a good spot. Also that eclipse last May
really sealed the deal.
AK:
Tell us a little bit about the process of
making the book.
CM: Well, this being my first book, I thought I
was prepared... All the stories I have heard from
fellow artists about the process over the past few
decades, I thought I was well aware of all the
possible issues. In the end I think I was well
prepared, but there were still some bumps in the
road and now I get the feeling no two books go
off the same way.
I was lucky enough to be able to have Gordon
Stettinius, my friend and publisher, have the book
printed in the States and to make sure I was on
press. My works are so weird and abstract and they could be interpreted in so many ways from screen
to print. Signed off calibrated digital proofs are NOT ink on paper! They are completely different
animals. As I realized this, I also realized the enormous cost of production -- with every change, there
is lots of cost. But it was well worth it to be there as the pages get printed. If I hadn't been, it would
have been and entirely different book.
detail of cut image, font and back

from Sunburn

On the design end it was great to be able to work with just three people -- Gordon and Angeline and
Charlie of Scout Design in Richmond, VA. Working with such an intimate group of thoughtful and detail

oriented folks who help work through your ideas for the book is extremely important.
From what I have gathered from others experiences, I had a fairly rare experience. Also, with Gordon
indulging me with all the bells and whistles in the book made for a mostly profitless endeavor, but also
made something really special.
AK: Do you have any advice for photographers who would like to have a book of their work
published?
CM: You will make no money from the book itself. Its purpose is to help get the work out there,
hopefully gaining exhibitions and selling some work. My favorite question when I first mentioned doing
my book was, "How much of an advance did the publisher give you?" I responded with laughter.
Printing a book is a big deal, not just in terms of the costs, but in terms of the importance of that body
of work. Don't rush it. Wait till you have all the work that says what you want it to say. Be patient so it
can be something you're really proud of.

from Sunburn

There will be some bodies of work people love, but publishers do not. They have to think about the
work in a different way than you might. Also not everything needs to exist in book form. I came to
terms with that a long time ago, hence a first book at 40.
The economics of a book are insane and don't take it personally if they shoot you down. Oh yeah, and
they ARE going to shoot you down... many times. But that being said, you don't have to listen to the
"experts" if they pass on your project. Best thing to do is to prove them wrong.
Prove everyone wrong if you can. That goes for most things in life.

from Sunburn

AK:

Anything extra you would like to add?

CM:
PLEASE do not buy my book through Amazon! Give your money to the folks at photo-eye and
Candela Books and support the people who are supporting artists! And get back in the darkroom!
Preorder a singed copy of Sunburn
View Chris McCaw's work at photo-eye Gallery
Read the previous photo-eye Blog interview with McCaw where he discusses his homemade cameras
A selection of McCaw's work can currently be seen as part of Solar on exhibit at photo-eye through the
end of November and features the work of seven photographers. A portfolio of work from the show can
be viewed here.
For additional information about Chris McCaw or to acquire a photograph, please contact the gallery at
(505) 988-5152 x202 or by email.

http://blog.photoeye.com/2012/10/interviews-chris-mccaw-on-sunburn.html

